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Virginia Governor's
Race, 1 8
PART 3: GENERAL ELECTION ISSUES

by Larry J. Sabato

Not every lesson drawn
from Virginia's 1989 contest
could cheer black candidates.
The trek to the winner's circle

is still arduous
for a minority contender.

The author is professor ofgovernment and foreign affairs at the
University of Virginia. This News Letter is the third in a series
drawn from his forthcoming Virginia Votes 1987-1990. Part
1 (July 1989) covered the nomination stage, and Part 2 (Janu
ary 1990) began the general election analysis that is concluded
in this issue.

Campaign issues are not nec
essarily what they seem.
What voters tell pollsters are
the key issues and what can
didates talk about during a
campaign do not always de
termine the outcome of an
election. Underlying condi
tions and unspoken concerns are often more critical
than headlines generated on the hustings.

Both 1988 and 1989 demonstrate as much.
George Bush was not elected president because of
"issues" like prison furloughs and the pledge of al
legiance-even though these two topics dominated
his attacks on Michael Dukakis in the fall. Rather,
Bush won because inflation was tamed, unemploy
ment was low, the nation was at peace, and voters
were satisfied with an eight-year Republican admini
stration for which he was the natural heir apparent.
Bush's use of "hot button" topics enabled him to keep

Dukakis on the defensive, depriving his opponent
of the opportunity to make the case for change.1

In the 1989 Virginia governor's race, Douglas
Wilders situation was somewhat different because
his majority was so small. A couple of dozen issues

and as many groups can
claim credit for delivering his
margin of victory. But the
forces that brought Wilder
within range of a majority
were similar to those result
ing in Bush's election. In the
autumn of 1989 Virginia
boasted a 3 percent unem-
ployment rate, a robust and

diversified state economy, and general public ap
proval of a two-term Democratic administration to
which Wilder was the anointed, if not entirely plau
sible, successor. Like Bush, Wilder skillfully used
several issues (principally abortion and Coleman's
"negative campaigning") to keep his opponent on
the ropes and to prevent him from making the case
for change.

Despite the parallels, Wilder's victory was not
nearly as handsome as Bush's because of two tacit

1 See Larry J. Sabato, The 1988 Elections in America: The Change
That Masks Continuity (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1989).
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Table 1
Issues Most Important to Voters, 1989 Virginia General Election

NOTE: Multiple responses were accepted.
SOURCE: The CBS News/New York Times election day exit poll. See the author's
Virginia Votes for polling datails.

Abortion

threatened, the other side gained
momentum with money and
volunteers. The Wilder camp grad
ually decided to take advantage of
this fortuitous development,
though it was not without risks.
Wilder was running as a moderate
conservative, one who had never
before been identified as a pro
choice activist, and who had reason
to avoid too close an association
with liberal firebrands such as
Molly Yard of the National Organ
ization for Women.

After a period of early con
fusion, Wilder's campaign chose an
exceptionally clever position on the
issue. First, Wilder endorsed the
limitation of parental notification
for minor-age girls seeking an
abortion-a restriction that caused
Yard to denounce him as "wimpy."
Second, instead of describing his
stance as liberal, Wilder (and his
media consultant Frank Greer)
framed it as libertarian: "Keep the
politicians out of the most personal
decision a woman will ever have
to make." By doing so, they were
able to tap into the strong strain of
libertarianism that has always char
acterized Virginia's conservatism.
Third, abortion helped Wilder by
creating apprehension among some
white women that could match or
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For better or worse, a single issue
dominated the 1989 gubernatorial
election: abortion. Ironically, the
U.S. Supreme Court, the least
overtly political branch of the fed
eral government, dictated the front
burner item of the cam paign
agenda in July when its Webster
decision gave states more author
ity to regulate abortion policy.
Adding to the irony, a majority
Republican, conservative Court
contributed substantially to the
defeat of the Republican, conserva
tive candidate for governor.

In Virginia and elsewhere,
the Webster ruling generated a
wave of pro-choice sentiment that
helped abortion-rights groups to
mobilize. Pro-life forces had been
more highly motivated since the
Court's Roev. Wade decision in 1973
that guaranteed abortion rights;
but now, as those rights were

issue, while the 5 percent seeing
suburban development as a top
concern were split down the
middle.

A few of these issues deserve
additional comment, especially
abortion and race.

concerns about the Democrat. First,
he was black, and the breathtaking
possibility that Virginia would be

• the first state to elect a black gov
ernor was certain to attract enor
mous media attention-making a
racial component inescapably the

• great hidden "x" factor of the cam-
• paign. Second, Wilder had openly

feuded with both governors Robb
• and Baliles, complicating the case

for continuity and moderation that
he hoped to make.

However, these subterra
nean impressions and conditions
that did somuch to shape the-elec':-

• tion outcome cannot be as easily
• charted as more traditional issues.

On election day the CBS News/
• New York Times exit poll asked
• voters to compare eight campaign

issues, asking which ones mattered
most in determining their ballot

• choices (see Table 1).

Abortion topped the list, and
the Wilder camp considered it their
"magicbullet." Yet Wilder received
only 55 percent of the votes of those
who rated it the most important

• issue. By contrast, in NewJersey-
• the only other state holding a guber-
• natorial election in November

1989-68 percent of those who said
• abortion was the key issue cast a
• ballot for the Democratic candidate.

(This finding will be more fully
explored in the next section.)

Education and crime ranked
• about 10 percent below abortion,
• with Wilder gaining a solid edge
• on education and Coleman secur-
• ing a two-to-one majority on crime.
• The candidates also split the next

tier of issues, with those concerned
• about the environment choosing

Wilder (58 percent to 41 percent)
• and those rating taxes highly

moving three-to-one to Coleman.
• The bottom tier of issues was

closely divided as well. The 9
percent who named race relations

• as paramount-a substantially
• black group-favored Wilder by

two-to-one. Coleman scored deci
sively among the 7 percent who
listed transportation as a major2

After a period
of early confusion,
Wilder's campaign
chose an exception
ally clever position
on abortion.
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Table 2
Voters' Views on Abortion, 1989 Virginia General Election

Percent of Total Wilder Coleman

Abortion should be generally 47 69 29
available to those who
want it.

Abortion should be available, 31 36 62
but under more strict limits
than now.

Abortion should be prohibited. 17 18 81

exceed the anxiety generated in
some whites by race--a checkmate
in the politics of fear. Many of these
women were Republican-leaning,
so the gain was doubled: not only
were they added to Wilder's col
umn, but also they were subtracted
from Coleman's.

Finally, the issue of abortion
enabled. Wilder to paint a picture
of Coleman as an "extremist" who
would "take us back" to the bad old
days of back-alley abortions (and
perhaps, subliminally, other things,
such as the inequality of the races).
By contrast, Wilder set himself up
as hecand' aeof e" ew a'

stream" in Virginia that represented
the future.

Not even the Wilder camp
could have guessed how abortion
would dominate the campaign.
Partly, national events drove the
issue and made Coleman's at
tempts to change the subject nearly
impossible. For example, President
Bush's veto of a measure provid
ing federal funding for poor wo
men's abortions in the District of
Columbia kept the issue at the top
of the agenda for days. Then there
were actions in a number of states
like Florida, where the avowedly
pro-life Republican governor, Bob
Martinez, had called a special leg
islative session to consider new
restrictions on abortion. Large
emotional demonstrations in
Washington and elsewhere by the
two sides in the abortionbattle also
drew extensive coverage.

To this mix one must add the
news media's clear pro-choice tilt.
Overwhelmingly pro-choice in per
sonal sentiments, most broadcast
and print journalists use terms fa
vored by abortion rights actiVists,
quote spokespersons for the pro
choice side far more frequently than
pro-life leaders, and "spin" sto
rylines that undergird pro-choice
assumptions.2

Decisions made by the Cole
man campaign augmented Wil
der's gains on abortion. Coleman
had taken a hard and fast pro-life
position in the GOP primary in
order to woo fundamentalist Chris
tians (with some success). But his
opposition to abortion even in cases
of rape and incest was untenable
in a general election. Coleman's
managers at first decided to stand
pat, assuming the abortion storm
would soon pass and could be
weathered. But in mid-September
Wilder launched his abortion at
tack, and the Coleman campaign
'g 0 e f a u e 0

modern politics: an attack unan
swered is an attack agreed to.
Weeks of near-paralysis in the
Coleman camp followed, as the
candidate tentatively and defen
sively addressed the issue-when
he was not trying to ignore it.

Only in the waning days of
the campaign, after taking an un
relenting pounding for six weeks,
did Coleman go on the offensive
on abortion. In a television spot he
attacked Wilder for favoring both
"abortion on demand" and abor
tion for sex selection and conveni
ence. Coleman's managers finally
took note of the message the polls
had been sending all along: voters
have very mixed views on abortion.
They generally support"a woman's
right to choose" but oppose

"abortion on demand"; they are
unwilling to impose their moral
preferences on everyone, but most
regard abortion itself as unsavory
and immoral.

Coleman's counterattack
was too little, too late; and on elec
tion day Wilder reaped a 55 per
cent majority among the third of the
electorate that regarded abortion as
the most important issue. Yet, as
noted earlier, this proportion was
not as overwhelming as one might
have predicted, given the events of
the campaign.

Coleman's lost opportunity
o a 0 io s apparen in e re
sponse to one question on the CBS
News/New York Times exit poll.
Voters leaving their polling places
were asked which of three views
on abortion came closest to their
own attitude. By a slim margin of
48 percent to 47 percent voters
actually favored more or complete
restrictions on abortion rather than
freely available abortions (see Table
2). Interestingly, Coleman won
nearly a third of those with pure
pro-choice views, and Wilder se
cured the votes of almost a fifth of
those wanting abortion prohibited
entirely. Clearly, abortion was not
the be-all and end-all for these
voters, nor probably for a substan
tial majority of the electorate.

Of course, elections are won
or lost at the margins, and Wilder

FEBRUARY 1990

2 See the study conducted by the Cen
ter for Media and Public Affairs, "Roe
v. Webster," Media Monitor 3 (October
1989): 1-6.

SOURCE: The CBS News/New York Times election day exit poll. See the author's
Virginia Votesfor polling datails. 3
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With all the evidence
that race mattered in
this campaign ...
it may come as a
surprise that the vast
majority of voters
denied race had any
influence at all.

4

• used abortion to squeeze out just
• enough votes-mainly from Re-
• publican-leaning, white suburban
• women-to deny Coleman the
• prize he had sought for twelve
• years. But on the evidence, the 1989
• campaign for governor was far
• more consumed by the abortion
• debate than the citizenry.

• Race

• It was inevitable that Wilder's race
would affect the campaign from

• start to finish: no issue has been as
• powerful or as poisonous in Vir-
• giniahistory. Yet the impact of race
• was variegated and somewhat
• contradictory: it cut both ways, and
• simultaneously helped and hurt

Wilder.
A major underlying factor in

• Wilder's victory was the dramatic
• if gradual shift in attitudes about
• race that has taken place in Virginia

and around the country in the past
• three decades. In 1958 fully 63

percent of adult Americans admit-
• ted they would not vote for a quali-
• fied black presidential candidate,
• ifnominated by their political party.
• By 1989 that figure had declined to

17 percent nationwide (and 25
• percent in the South.)3 Further
: more, whites' prejudicial views of
• blacks changed remarkably during
• the 1980s.4 Nowhere was the
• growth in tolerance as great as in
• the South; the percentage of whites.
• who repeatedly gave racially biased
• responses to questions about blacks
• shrank from 58 percent in 1981 to
• 33 percent in 1989. While the South
• was by far the most prejudiced
• region in 1981, by 1989 it was

• 3 Information was provided by Na-
• tional Opinion Research Corporation,
• University of Chicago, and drawn from
• NORC's series of personal interview
• random-sample surveys (each with a

sample size of about 1,500).

• 4 See the Washington Post/ABC News
• polls cited in Richard Morin, "Fewer
• Whites Voicing Racial Bias," Washing-
• ton Post, Oct. 26, 1989, Al8.

virtually indistinguishable from the
nation's other regions in racial
attitudes.

This much change acknow
ledged, it is also true that Wilder's
race probablycost him tens of thou
sands of votes on election day.
Exactly how many will never be
known, but many conservative
Democrats and independents oth
erwise inclined to vote Democratic
simply could not pull Wilder's
lever. That Coleman influenced
them by introducing serious doubts
about Wilder's character played a
role, but race was likely part of the
mix as well.

The other side of the equa
tion is at least as weighty, however:
Wilder was assisted by his race in
tangible ways. He was unopposed
for the nomination for governor
(and lieutenant governor in 1985)
in part because of Democratic fear
of losing the loyalty of black vot
ers. Much of the money raised for
his generously financed campaign
came from national Democratic
sources and an enthusiastic black
middle class attracted by Wilder's
unique status. Wilder's race (com
bined with party) virtually guaran
teed the support of blacks and
white liberals, giving him the flexi
bility to move to the center (such
as his reversal on the death penalty)
without alienating party activists.
And in upscale neighborhoods
(especially in Northern Virginia)
Wilder's race was an alluring ele
ment for high-income, well-edu
cated suburbanites who seek to be
cosmopolitan. An integrated cock
tail party is socially advantageous,
especially if the black guests are as
affable and charming as Wilder.

For white liberals, urbane
suburbanites, and non-natives
alike, a vote for Wilder became a
badge of honor, objective proof that
they were not racist, and symbolic
separation from Old Virginia and
all that the painful past of segrega
tion and massive resistance repre
sented. Wilder's race allowed him
to become a powerful symbol of

change and modernity without
claiming it. To the contrary, he
stressed continuity; and unlikeJesse
Jackson, he made it all the easier for
whites to support him by running
not as a black politician, but as a
politician who happened to be
black.

Wilder was aided in one
other major way by his race: it se
cured for him an enormous amount
of free and overwhelmingly favor
able publicity in regional and na
tional publications and broadcasts.
Most of these were irrelevant since
few if any Virginia voters were
reached (though undoubtedly
Wilder's fund raising benefitted).
But the national news magazines,
several prominent newspapers, and
television networks were different
because Virginians were exposed
to these messages, and Coleman
was sometimes little more than a
footnote in the coverage. On the
other hand, the national media
insisted on branding Wilder a black
politician when he was determined
not to run as one. Their obsessive
reiteration of race made the media
attention a mixed blessing for
Wilder.

At the end of the campaign,
less than a week before election day,
Coleman accused the news media
of a "double standard" in report
ing on the campaign, and he un
mistakably implied that race was
the motivating factor. To the ex
tent that this was a bald attempt
overtly to inject race into the cam
paign, it surely ought to be con
demned. At the same time, Cole
man's plaint was not without a
degree of justification. Republicans
focussed much of their ire on the
Washington Post; and in an election
this close, with Wilder's massive
Northern Virginia margins, the Post
is certainly one of the organizations
that can take the credit (or blame,
depending on one's viewpoint) for
Coleman's defeat.

One of the GOP's laments
about the Post, that its editorial page
ran too many pro-Wilder editorials,



holds little water. This is a pub
lisher's prerogative, and few Cole
man supporters objected to similar,
favorable treatment for their man
on the Richmond newspaper edi
torial pages. But on other counts
the Republican concerns could be
sustained. Two highly inaccurate
Post polls projecting a Wilder
landslide changed the tone of the
election and depressed Coleman's
troops. Every single non-editorial
columnist in the Post who ex
pressed a view strongly backed
Wilder; not a single newspaper
voice was heard for Coleman,
leading credence to the widely held
belief, however inaccurate, that
ideologically the Post staff is a one
note samba. A barrage of stories
highly critical ofColeman appeared
in the final weeks of the campaign,
while favorable news for Coleman
(such as President Bush's visit) was
downplayed. At the same time
Wilder's coverage tended to be
upbeat and supportive.5

Republicans claimed the
Post's news judgment on Novem
ber 2 was particularly egregious.
Coleman had launched an assault
on Wilder's credibility by produc
ing a tape of Wilder's comments to
a private union meeting in which
the Democrat appeared to be less
sincerely committed to the state's
right-to-work law than he had
publicly affirmed. This attack, a
vital part of Coleman's last-minute
attempt to v gain rno en u , wa
featured prominently in other state
newspapers and was given some
credit for Coleman's strong finish.
Yet the Post buried the story on
page A37, choosing to showcase on
pageA1 a positive Wilder piece and
a very accusatory commentary
about one of Coleman's "negative"

5 However, a number of ground-break
ing stories on Wilder's financial report
ing irregularities and his dilapidated
house in Richmond were also pub
lished in the Post-but these appeared
in the summer, long before voters pay
close attention.

telephone bank operations-an ar
ticle that even now appears to the
lay reader to lack significant hard
news.6 Finally, Republicans were
also critical of the senior Post re
porter covering the Virginia cam
paign, Donald P. Baker, who had
recently written a generally flatter
ingbookon Wilder. Thevolume's
success and shelf-life obviously
depended in large measure on a
Wilder victory. The irony here,
bitterly noted by the GOP, was that
the Post, ever sensitive to conflicts
of interest in public officials, had
difficulty recognizing one of its
own.

In an extraordinary article
published twelve days after the
election, the Post's own ombuds
man, Richard Harwood, sharply
criticized the fairness of the Post's
coverage. Wilder "clearly got the
best of it in this newspaper," said
Harwood, and "he may have bene
fitted from some debatable news
judgments." All told, it was
"enough to raise non-paranoid
questions about the disinterested
nature of the coverage."7

With all the evidence that
race mattered. in this campaign,
both to the news media and to the
electorate, it may corne as a surprise
that the vast majority of voters
denied race had any influence at all.
The CBS News/ New York Times exit
poll asked respondents, "Was
Douglas Wilder's being black a

jo easo yyo 0 y
did for governor?" Fully 78 per
cent said race was no reason at all,
12 percent called it a "minor" rea
son, and just 8 percent admitted it
was a "major" reason. This may
be proof of the progress we have
made in race relations; it may also

6 The offending piece was by Robert
H. Melton, "Poll Firm That Irked Vot
ers Paid by Coleman: Research Group
Used Leading Questions on Wilder in
Phone Calls," Washington Post, Nov. 2,
1989, Al, 36.

7 Richard Harwood, ''Tilt! Tilt!", Wash
ington Post, Nov. 19, 1989, 06.

indicate that race is still a touchy
subject, subterranean and unmen
tionable.

Negative Campaigning

Coleman's narrow loss may well be
ascribed to his failure to respond
quickly to Wilder's attack on abor
tion-an odd conclusion indeed for
a candidate widely condemned for
running a negative attack cam
paign. Undeniably, the Republican
never built an affirmative case for
change, nor did he ever thoroughly
in ro uce himself to voters from a
positive perspective.

Coleman won the RepUbli
can primary mainly by positioning
himself as the chief alternative to
Paul Trible and then demonstrat
ing why Trible was unfit for high
office. In the general election,
Coleman doggedly pursued
Wilder's alleged character flaws,
demonstrated by his 1978 Supreme
Court reprimand, his ownership of
dilapidated housing in Richmond,
and so on. (The Republican's tele
vision spots on these matters ended
with the tag line, "Is this the kind
of man we want for governor?")
Additionally, he targeted a num
ber of liberal-leaning votes cast by
Wilder as a member of the state
Senate, including those opposing
the death penalty and favoring the
interrogation ofrape victims. These
broadsides- ·red in adve t·s 
ments and on the hustings-had
two gradual, cumulative effects,
one harmful and one helpful to the
Republican. First, they labelled
Marshall Coleman as a negative
campaigner in the eyes of most
voters, giving Wilder more maneu
vering room in his counterattacks.
Second, they took their toll on
Wilder, whose non-stick Teflon
shield wore very thin by cam
paign's end.

Wilder's response ads were
shrewd. Frequently every bit as
negative as Coleman's, they blamed
the RepUblican for practicing

FEBRUARY 1990
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negative politics, thereby reinforc
ing Coleman's poor image while
hurling charges of their own.
Attacks were answered by not
answering ("Coleman is lying" was
occasionally sufficient), while the
tag line went to the heart of
Coleman's credibility problem:
"you just can't trust Marshall
Coleman."

The most riveting of Wilder's
negative spots was of course the
abortion ad (previously discussed).
But unlike Coleman, Wilder also
took the time and spent the money
to create a positive personal impres
sion, first in a splendid biographi
cal spot that wrapped Wilder in all
the patriotic symbols of Virginia
and America (Thomas Jefferson, the
flag, military service, Horatio Al
ger) and then in a series of "real
people" (man-in-the-street) en
dorsements by a wide variety of
white citizens. In the most widely
aired endorsement of the campaign,
Senator Chuck Robb bestowed a
carefully worded blessing on his
sometimes intra-party nemesis. It
apparently had the desired effect:
the "Robb letters," missives to
Wilder released by Robb in 1986
that contained extremely critical
comments about the lieutenant
governor, never showed up much
on the campaign trail despite
Coleman's earlier promises.

Whatever the truth of the
matter, the voters on election day
judged Coleman to be far more
responsible for the negative cam
paigning of 1989. While 39 percent
said both candidates were equally
guilty, 36 percent named Coleman
alone and just 15 percent picked
Wilder. And by a margin of 72
percent to 19 percent, the voters
believed Coleman had spent more
of his time "attacking Wilder" than
"explaining his stands on the is
sues." By contrast, the voters were
about evenly split in assessing
Wilder's approach (45 percent said
he stuck mainly to issues, 46 per
cent to attacks). Because of his
image and perhaps other factors,

support for Coleman on election
day was much softer than for
Wilder. A majority (53 percent) of
Wilder's backers claimed to
"strongly favor" his candidacy,
with only 37 percent casting their
ballots "with reservations." Cole
man voters were far more tepid: 37
percent favored him strongly, 46
percent with reservations.

The lesson from 1989 is not
that negative campaigns do not
work or will inevitably backfire,
though both are possibilities when
attacks become too harsh. Rather,
Coleman was hurt by a peculiar
circumstance: he was forced to run
two negative campaigns back to
back in the same year. That was
probably one too many.

AFinal Note on the Issues

Dozens of issues are raised in the
course of any campaign, but only
a handful achieve real significance.
Abortion, race, crime, and personal
character dominated the 1989 cam
paign agenda, while other items
took a backseat. A few matters had
substantial regional appeal: the
Pittston coal strike in the Southwest;
developers' campaign money in
Northern Virginia; and the ratio of
out-of-state students in state uni
versities, where Wilder's opposition
to Coleman's proposed 10 percent
out-of-state cap won the Democrat
support from some normally Re
publican alumni of the University
of Virginia and the College of Wil
liam and Mary.

Coleman raised two issues in
the last ten days that seemed to
have some effect: Wilder's pur
ported ambivalence about the right
to-work law (mentioned earlier)
and his stand on the death penalty.
(Wilder had been quoted in a Janu
ary 1989 article in the Richmond
Afro-American as opposing the
death penalty; Wilder denied it, but
the paper had stood by its story.)
Both issues went to the heart of
Wilder's credibility and reinforced

doubts that may have already ex
isted because of previous changes
in his positions. Perhaps as a con
sequence, the exit polls found that
those who decided their vote in the
last few days of the campaign were
somewhat more likely to have
moved into Coleman's camp.

Viewed from a "good gov
ernment" perspective, the 1989
campaign could be termed disap
pointing. Virginia faced many
policy challenges in the next
governor's tenn, with controversies
and crises looming in the budget
and in transportation, education,
mental health, rural housing, and
corrections. Yet voters heard rela
tively little debate on these major
ticket items. Instead, the candidates
substituted a trivial pursuit of the
governorship, concentrating on dis
tinctions that make little practical
difference. Marshall Coleman
could not have fundamentally
changed Virginia's abortion law
even if he had decided to try;
Democratic majorities in both
houses of the General Assembly
would have sustained the pro
choice status quo. And Douglas
Wilder would not have been able
to abolish capital punishment,
given its strong support in the
public and the legislature, even if
he had inexplicably reversed his
repeated endorsement of the death
penalty. Moreover, a politician as
shrewd as Wilder was not likely to

o p
governor by pardoning death row
prisoners without cause.

It is nothing new in Ameri
can politics for campaigns and
candidates to avoid discussing the
most critical issues. But hope for
improvement springs eternal. The
candidates will understandably
stress only issues that can help them
win. The news media, for all their
vaunted power, have great diffi
culty changing the agenda set by
the candidates. Only voters can get
the candidates' attention: if they
demand answers, candidates are
quick to respond. Only an



electorate more knowledgeable
about civic affairs can get results,
can change the tone and substance
of our often dismal campaigns.

Concluding Thoughts
on an Historic Election

Some observations made in the
wake of Wilder's election were
overdrawn, perhaps none so exces
sivelyas U.S. News & World Report's
breathless headline, "END OF THE
CIVIL WAR." Actually, "Saturday

ight Live' was mC?re out an is :
Wilder, mimicking East German
leaders, supposedly opened the
border with West Virginia after his
election. (Is reunification next?) But
SNL could be excused: the poetic
license for comedy is much greater
than for news commentary.

The Civil War actually ended
in heart as well as mind a long time
ago in Virginia. The state has wit
nessed a lengthy period of urban
ization and modernization, so
much so that the New Dominion
is barely recognizable to devotees
of the Old. Without these massive
social changes, Wilder could never
have been nominated, much less
elected governor. If his victory has
brought Virginia's transformation
to the attention of a national audi
ence, it is worth celebrating. At least
the state will not henceforth be
known si ply as the Cradle of the
Confederacy or the horne of Mas
sive Resistance.

Yet Wilder's slim plurality
and the evidence of racial voting
which produced the most unique
electoral patterns in the state's
modern history-should give Vir
ginia boosters pause. The state is
still in the throes of change, still in
transition. It clearly does not be
long to the old South anymore, but
neither is it fully integrated with the
Middle Atlantic states. Virginia is
a hybrid, a semi-New Dominion,
if you Will, hurtling into the future
thanks to rapid population and
economic growth, yet hanging on
to many vestiges of the past. This

is hardly a bad thing; anyone who
understands and appreciates the
value of tradition (and few in Mr.
Jefferson's environs do not) must
hope that the new Virginia will be
able to blend harmoniously with its
past rather than repudiate it. The
process of adapting to the future
while accommodating the past will
be fascinating to watch as Wilder's
governorship unfolds.

Wilder's election intrigued
the nation as well as Virginia, of
course, and it had meaning for
other minority candidates through
out t e country. T e message for
black candidates was one of hope.
It is possible to win the top office
in majority-white constituencies if
the nominee is willing to run a
moderate, mainstream, non-threat
ening campaign. This model of a
black candidate contrasts sharply
with the one advocated by Jesse
Jackson: aggressive liberalism to
combine white poor and left-wing
activists with blacks. Each man has
had his success in politics, but
Wilder's achievement contrasts
sharply with Jackson's. Winning
presidential primaries and caucuses
when liberal activists are the elec
toral universe is much different
from constructing a general election
majority when everyone votes and
the result is final.

Not every lesson drawn from
Virginia's 1989 contest could cheer
black candidates, however. The
trek to the winner's circle is still
arduous for a minority contender.
After all, Wilder was beautifully
positioned for the battle. He was
unopposed for the nomination,
enjoyed the support of a united
party reconciled to his run, was
exceptionally well financed,
reigned as heir apparent to two
popular administrations, won the
preponderance of editorial endorse
ments, ran a clever campaign, and
was handed the "magic bullet" of
abortion-and with all this he
barely won.

Rarely are conditions so
favorable for a minority candidate.
In fact, only two other states

(Kentucky and New Mexico) have
the one-term gubernatorial limit
that forces frequent turnover,
giving a less traditional candidate
like Wilder more political oppor
tunities to claim his tum. And few
states have strong parties that
regularly nominate by convention;
Wilder's party and its leaders
smoothed the path to an unop
posed coronation and conferred
legitimacy on Wilder in a power
fully helpful fashion.

Wilder's victory also carried
messages on another issue, abor
tion. or the pro-e oice si e of this
Armageddon, the Democrat's
campaign framed the debate in
terms that can win the argument
for abortion rights advocates in
many other places. As Wilder
demonstrated, the emphasis should
be on libertarianism instead of lib
eralism, using anti-government
("big brother") themes rather than
feminist rhetoric. For the pro-life
forces, the bitter lesson was clear:
never let an attack go unanswered,
and fight back with specific
counter-arguments that find pub
lic favor (parental consent for
minors, restrictions on abortions for
sex selection, and so forth). Other
states with larger Catholic and
ethnic populations than Virginia
may be even more fertile ground
for this approach.

Closer to home, the events of
1989 raise concern about the future
of two-party competition. It is true
that the GOP still holds half the
state's congressional delegation and
has secured a record number of
General Assembly berths. Yet
Republicans have not won a single
state office since 1977; and their loss
in 1989 produced a double disas
ter, by placing the entire 1991 re
districting process in the hands of
the Democratic party for the first
time in the state's two-party era.8

More importantly, the GOP has not

8 Republican governors were able to
check the partisan interests of heavily
Democratic legislatures during the re
districtings of 1971 and 1981.
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Coleman was hurt
by a peculiar
circumstance.'
he was forced to run
two negative cam
paigns back to back
in the same year.
That was probably
one too many.
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yet fully come to terms with the
underlying cause of its failures.

In an earlier volume of Vir
ginia Votes, this author proposed a
"recipe for recovery" for lan
guishing Republicans, and the
party has made significant progress
on some fronts.9 In 1989 the GOP
nominated a candidate "with sub
urban appeal [who would] use the
medium of television well." Ad
ditionally, the party "reduce[d] fac
tionalism," reuniting quickly and
with surprising determination af
ter a divisive primary, and it also
"restoreld] parity in campaign
organization, fundraising, and
technology" with an exceptionally
advanced, generously funded ef
fort. And to a greater degree than
ever before, though still somewhat
inadequately, Republicans "pro
vide[d] a 'loyal opposition'" dur
ing the Baliles administration,
building a rationale for the party's
subsequent campaign at admin
istration's end.

9 See Virginia Votes, 1983-1986, pp.
108-9. Earlier, during the years of the
Democratic exile, a "recipe for recov
ery" was proposed for Democrats (Vir-

• ginia Votes, 1979-1982, pp. 52-54.).

The one crucial element
neglected by the GOP in its climb
to recovery proved its undoing:
"Republicans must nominate
moderate-<:onservative, mainstream
candidates...." The Republican
party may have thought that
Marshall Coleman filled that pre
scription-and in earlier stages of
his career, he did indeed. But Vir
ginia has moderated considerably
as a result of population immigra
tion, economic diversification,
urbanisuburbanization, and politi
cal leadership. At the same time,
the state GOP has drifted further
to the right, pulling its once mod
erate but still ambitious politicians
(such as Coleman and Paul Trible)
to the right along with it.

The Republicans disparaged
Wilder's use of the term "new
mainstream," but in many respects
it is a highly accurate description
of the electoral majority regularly
returning Democrats to power.
This is most assuredly not a liberal
majority. Wilder ran not as the lib
eral he was in his years in the state
Senate, but as a moderate who
promised voters more of the same:

centrist, business-oriented govern
ment with a human face.

Ofcourse, the state GOP, like
the national Democrats, can simply
wait and hope for scandal or eco
nomic dislocation to restore the
party to power. OrRepublicanscan
act to restore themselves by
adjusting to the new moderate
realities in a state no longer
hankering to be carried back to Old
Virginny. Four years he!1ce Vir
ginia will have undergone further
transformation, and the state's
RepUblican party already has a lot
of catching up to do.
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